Projected Neural Network for a Class of Non-Lipschitz Optimization Problems With Linear Constraints.
In this article, we consider a class of nonsmooth, nonconvex, and non-Lipschitz optimization problems, which have wide applications in sparse optimization. We generalize the Clarke stationary point and define a kind of generalized stationary point of the problems with a stronger optimal capability. Based on the smoothing method, we propose a projected neural network for solving this kind of optimization problem. Under the condition that the level set of objective function in the feasible region is bounded, we prove that the solution of the proposed neural network is globally existent and bounded. The uniqueness of the solution of the proposed network is also analyzed. When the feasible region is bounded, any accumulation point of the proposed neural network is a generalized stationary point of the optimization model. Based on some suitable conditions, any solution of the proposed neural network is asymptotic convergent to one stationary point. In particular, we give some deep analysis on the proposed network for solving a special class of the non-Lipschitz optimization problem, which indicates a lower bound property and the unify identification for the nonzero elements of all accumulation points. Finally, some numerical results are presented to show the efficiency of the proposed neural network for solving some kinds of sparse optimization models.